Appendix 2 – General Analysis

General Analysis: Table 1. Dirt/Dust/Soil [Damage]

From a total of 644 rare books evaluated, in the category "Dirt/Dust/Soil damage": 7 were identified without damage (None); 0 were identified as not applicable to this category (N/A) and 637 books were identified with damages (Chart 1A). Among these 637 books: 328 cases with "Minimal damage"; 309 cases with "Medium damage"; and 147 cases with "High damage" were found (Chart 1B).

Chart 1A: Total of rare books identified with and without damage.
General Analysis: Table 2. Losses/Missing materials [Damage]

From a total of 644 rare books evaluated, in the category "Losses/Missing materials damage": 239 were identified without damage (None); 1 were identified as not applicable to this category (N/A) and 404 books were identified with damages (Chart 2A). Among these 404 books: 280 cases with "Minimal damage"; 163 cases with "Medium damage"; and 60 cases with "High damage" were found (Chart 2B).
Chart 2B: Cases with damage identified by intensity levels

General Analysis: Table 3. Brittleness [Damage]

From a total of 644 rare books evaluated, in the category "Brittleness damage": 409 were identified without damage (None); 1 were identified as not applicable to this category (N/A) and 234 books were identified with damages (Chart 3A). Among these 234 books: 111 cases with "Minimal damage"; 91 cases with "Medium damage"; and 37 cases with "High damage" were found (Chart 3B).

Chart 3A: Total of rare books identified with and without damage.
Chart 3B: Cases with damage identified by intensity levels

Brittleness [Damage]
Rare Books General Condition Assessment

- Minimal damage: 111 cases (46.4%)
- Medium damage: 91 cases (38.1%)
- High damage: 37 cases (15.5%)
General Analysis: Table 4. Stains [Damage]

From a total of 644 rare books evaluated, in the category "Stains damage": 182 were identified without damage (None); 1 were identified as not applicable to this category (N/A) and 461 books were identified with damages (Chart 4A). Among these 461 books: 204 cases with "Minimal damage"; 225 cases with "Medium damage"; and 142 cases with "High damage" were found (Chart 4B).

Chart 4A: Total of rare books identified with and without damage.
Chart 4B: Cases with damage identified by intensity levels

General Analysis: Table 5. Tears [Damage]

From a total of 644 rare books evaluated, in the category "Tears damage": 150 were identified without damage (None); 0 were identified as not applicable to this category (N/A) and 494 books were identified with damages (Chart 5A). Among these 494 books: 420 cases with "Minimal damage"; 169 cases with "Medium damage"; and 69 cases with "High damage" were found (Chart 5B).
Chart 5A: Total of rare books identified with and without damage.

Chart 5B: Cases with damage identified by intensity levels

General Analysis: Table 6. Folds/Creases [Damage]

From a total of 644 rare books evaluated, in the category "Folds/Creases damage": 235 were identified without damage (None); 0 were identified as not applicable to this category (N/A) and 409 books were identified with damages (Chart 6A). Among these 409 books: 370 cases with
"Minimal damage"; 92 cases with "Medium damage"; and 18 cases with "High damage" were found (Chart 6B).

**Chart 6A: Total of rare books identified with and without damage.**

**Chart 6B: Cases with damage identified by intensity levels**
General Analysis: Table 7. Delamination/Splits [Damage]

From a total of 644 rare books evaluated, in the category "Delamination/Splits damage": 398 were identified without damage (None); 9 were identified as not applicable to this category (N/A) and 237 books were identified with damages (Chart 7A). Among these 237 books: 77 cases with "Minimal damage"; 99 cases with "Medium damage"; and 62 cases with "High damage" were found (Chart 7B).

Chart 7A: Total of rare books identified with and without damage.

![Chart 7A](image-url)
General Analysis: Table 8. Peeling/Skinned [Damage]

From a total of 644 rare books evaluated, in the category "Peeling/Skinned damage": 484 were identified without damage (None); 12 were identified as not applicable to this category (N/A) and 148 books were identified with damages (Chart 8A). Among these 148 books: 47 cases with "Minimal damage"; 50 cases with "Medium damage"; and 56 cases with "High damage" were found (Chart 8B).
Chart 8A: Total of rare books identified with and without damage.

Chart 8B: Cases with damage identified by intensity levels
General Analysis: Table 9. Holes/Dent [Damage]

From a total of 644 rare books evaluated, in the category "Holes/Dent damage": 429 were identified without damage (None); 1 were identified as not applicable to this category (N/A) and 214 books were identified with damages (Chart 9A). Among these 214 books: 154 cases with "Minimal damage"; 51 cases with "Medium damage"; and 11 cases with "High damage" were found (Chart 9B).

Chart 9A: Total of rare books identified with and without damage.
Chart 9B: Cases with damage identified by intensity levels

General Analysis: Table 10. Insect damage [Damage]

From a total of 644 rare books evaluated, in the category "Insect damage": 446 were identified without damage (None); 12 were identified as not applicable to this category (N/A) and 186 books were identified with damages (Chart 10A). Among these 186 books: 58 cases with "Minimal damage"; 23 cases with "Medium damage"; and 10 cases with "High damage" were found (Chart 10B).
Chart 10A: Total of rare books identified with and without damage.

Chart 10B: Cases with damage identified by intensity levels
General Analysis: Table 11. Distortion [Damage]

From a total of 644 rare books evaluated, in the category "Distortion damage": 402 were identified without damage (None); 8 were identified as not applicable to this category (N/A) and 234 books were identified with damages (Chart 11A). Among these 234 books: 100 cases with "Minimal damage"; 110 cases with "Medium damage"; and 27 cases with "High damage" were found (Chart 11B).

Chart 11A: Total of rare books identified with and without damage.
Chart 11B: Cases with damage identified by intensity levels

Chart 12A: Total of rare books identified with and without damage.

General Analysis: Table 12. Water damage [Damage]

From a total of 644 rare books evaluated, in the category "Water damage": 363 were identified without damage (None); 1 were identified as not applicable to this category (N/A) and 280 books were identified with damages (Chart 12A). Among these 280 books: 162 cases with "Minimal damage"; 123 cases with "Medium damage"; and 51 cases with "High damage" were found (Chart 12B).
Chart 12B: Cases with damage identified by intensity levels

General Analysis: Table 13. Foxing [Damage]

From a total of 644 rare books evaluated, in the category "Foxing damage": 38 were identified without damage (None); 0 were identified as not applicable to this category (N/A) and 606 books were identified with damages (Chart 13A). Among these 606 books: 396 cases with "Minimal damage"; 278 cases with "Medium damage"; and 135 cases with "High damage" were found (Chart 13B).
Chart 13A: Total of rare books identified with and without damage.

Chart 13B: Cases with damage identified by intensity levels
General Analysis: Table 14. Mold [Damage]

From a total of 644 rare books evaluated, in the category "Mold damage": 537 were identified without damage (None); 0 were identified as not applicable to this category (N/A) and 107 books were identified with damages (Chart 14A). Among these 107 books: 50 cases with "Minimal damage"; 59 cases with "Medium damage"; and 24 cases with "High damage" were found (Chart 14B).

Chart 14A: Total of rare books identified with and without damage.
Chart 14B: Cases with damage identified by intensity levels

Mold [Damage]
Rare Books General Condition Assessment

- High damage: 18.6% (24 cases)
- Minimal damage: 37.6% (50 cases)
- Medium damage: 44.4% (59 cases)
**General Analysis: Table 15. Detachment [Damage]**

From a total of 644 rare books evaluated, in the category "Detachment damage": 473 were identified without damage (None); 24 were identified as not applicable to this category (N/A) and 147 books were identified with damages (Chart 15A). Among these 147 books: 17 cases with "Minimal damage"; 42 cases with "Medium damage"; and 97 cases with "High damage" were found (Chart 15B).

**Chart 15A: Total of rare books identified with and without damage.**

![Chart 15A: Total of rare books identified with and without damage.](chart15a.png)
General Analysis: Table 16 Yellowing/Discoloration [Damage]

From a total of 644 rare books evaluated, in the category "Yellowing/Discoloration damage": 25 were identified without damage (None); 0 were identified as not applicable to this category (N/A) and 619 books were identified with damages (Chart 16A). Among these 619 books: 433 cases with "Minimal damage"; 407 cases with "Medium damage"; and 229 cases with "High damage" were found (Chart 16B).
Chart 16A: Total of rare books identified with and without damage.

Chart 16B: Cases with damage identified by intensity levels

General Analysis: Table 17. Cracked/Broken joints/hinges [Damage]

From a total of 644 rare books evaluated, in the category "Cracked/Broken joints/hinges damage": 414 were identified without damage (None); 75 were identified as not applicable to this category (N/A) and 155 books were identified with damages (Chart 17A). Among these 155
books: 60 cases with "Minimal damage"; 65 cases with "Medium damage"; and 82 cases with "High damage" were found (Chart 17B).

**Chart 17A: Total of rare books identified with and without damage.**

**Chart 17B: Cases with damage identified by intensity levels**
General Analysis: Table 18. Abrasion/Scratches [Damage]

From a total of 644 rare books evaluated, in the category "Abrasion/Scratches damage": 30 were identified without damage (None); 1 were identified as not applicable to this category (N/A) and 613 books were identified with damages (Chart 18A). Among these 613 books: 151 cases with "Minimal damage"; 217 cases with "Medium damage"; and 269 cases with "High damage" were found (Chart 18B).

Chart 18A: Total of rare books identified with and without damage.
General Analysis: Table 19. Other [Damage]

From a total of 644 rare books evaluated, in the category "Other damage": 70 were identified without damage (None); 1 were identified as not applicable to this category (N/A) and 573 books were identified with damages (Chart 19A). Among these 573 books: 234 cases with "Minimal damage"; 330 cases with "Medium damage"; and 345 cases with "High damage" were found (Chart 19B).
Chart 19A: Total of rare books identified with and without damage.

Chart 19B: Cases with damage identified by intensity levels